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1. MATHEMATICS, CODING, AND APPLICATION 

1e1 Introduction 

During t:1e period COVer6<1 by "this report 279 coded t,rograms 'N8i.'1, run 
on the time allocated to the Scientific and Engineering Gr;m:)utat .. '. (S&EC) 
:;'oup. These programs represent part of the work that has oean ried on 
_.; 26 of the problems that have been accept3d by the S&EC Groupo Progress 
on ::"9 of these problems is given below in terms of programming hours, minutes 
of computer time, and progress reports as submitted by the programmers in 
que;:.;tion. 

Two new problems were initiated during (",h:u~ period. John Little of the 
.. ,~ ... ~. '>hysj.cs Department is studying the use of water in a hydro-electric 
S:·if: em. ,.' 1.e present analysis, which is the subject of Little's Ph.D. 
Thesis. d f,;.,rs basically from previous hydro computations made on WI"!, 
by consider.lng river flow probabilities. Progress on "Chit;;' work is described 
below under problem #159. In problem 1166, Dr. M. M. Chen and Mr. S. Gravitz 
)f the MIT Aero-elastic and ~tructures Research Laborator,y are carrying 
out the construction and t,', ,.Lng of a delta-wing flutter mOOel by means 
of a structurally equivalent lattice network. 

J.'£'OdD,c<>:.on runs have been comr,Latad in problem #138 for the tabulation 
of <he Co( -icients of the expansion of spheroidal wave functions in 
a$sociated ,-,egendre functions. Arrangements are being made for thf' :Jubli-
cat .. 0n of .se results. 

The CS ~,:.:~trod~ctory programming course is being offered again (see #100' 

1.2 Programs 'and Computer Operation 

The following. summary is :.nc'luded as a guide fO!" interpret:" Jg 
the abbreviations'used below~ A m6re detailed ,description of
terms ,1nvol ved can" be found in M-24~7. 



a. The upper, case letter'fo~lowlng the probl:em number has, the 
following, slgt.1iflcance: " 
A implies the" proble'mis liQ.t for academic credit, is 

.ll.l:isponsored. " ' . , 
B 1mplfea. t'he probl~m .1a.. for academic ,qred1t,1s UNsponsored. 
C 'implies the problem 1s Wror academic credit, l.§.. 

sponsored. 
· D ~ mplies~ the prbblem -1§.~'ror~ academicccredit, IS.. ~ponsored. 

The absence of a letter indicates that it is an internal 
StfEC pr(1)lem. 

b. DIe denqtes the Division of IndustrialCooperatlon. 
,DeL denotes the Digital Computer Laborat'ory. ' 
eMMC denotes the Committee on Machine Methods of Computatj ':i, 

DDL denotes the Division of Defense Laboratories 
100" Comprehens'ive System of Service Routines, developed by the So-E,. 

Group at the Digital Computer Laboratory for the input con
version of suitably prepared punched paper tapes., When 
so reque~ted, these routines automatically provide a 
program with suitable programmed arithmetic, cycle-counting, 
and output facilities. 

:DCL Staff: ArcAdn,56 • .5 hours;Best,39.5 hours;Denman,3J' hours;Demurjl.an, 
48 hours;Frankovich,20 hours;Helwig,57 hours;Kopley,24.5 ho~rs;Porter. 
3 hoursjSiegel,4 hours; WWI. 386 minutes 

A tentative input program for use after March 15 has been written and is 
being tested. The following kinds of paper tape will be identified by means 
of their initial characters and automatically read in by the prografu: 

1) CS Flexo tapes 
2) SS Flexo tapes 
3) Basic Flexo ~apes 
4) Post-Mortem request tapes 
5) CS binary tapes 
6) Basic binary tapes (present j56 tape) 

'ITne programs required for the reading in of these tapes will be stored on mag~1cltic 
-cape unit 0 and will be read into magnetic core memory (HCM) by the read-L"ii 
program. 

Several manual modes will also be provided which will require 'cne setting 
up of information in an insertion register. These modes will include: 

1) automatic read-in of paper tapes on the mechanical reader; 
2) recording a stop character on unit 3; 
3) examining a selected J.~egister on the drum and displaying its contents 

in the indicator register; 
4) selecting a giveL utility program on unit 0 and reading it into MCM. 

The utility programs available on unit 0 will include: 
1) a scope calibration program ~ 
2) a drum testing program 
3) a magnetic tape testing program 
4) a Ferranti reader test program 
5) several system's group test programs 

In certain cases the programs 0n unit 0 will be read directlY onto the 
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dr-.l:;·. and then into MCM. On subsequent requests for these prog:r--::ms they will 
be brought directly from the drum into ~ provided they have not heen altered 
by the computer. ' Helwit. 

A check has been built into CS II to check for the use of more ~han 25, 
flads by programmers in a given program. 'ilork has begun on the drum addressi.(lF; 
scheme. The main features of the system were decided upon in discussions w1tt 
other members of the S&EC Group. Frankovich 

Memorandum M-2661 has been written giving the operation times for all the 
WWI instructions except bo and bi~ Denman 

The dispatcher forche drum post-mortem 'nas been tested and :;€ '1ms to be 
corl'8ct. 

'The read-in and conversion programs for PM request tapes "re oeing writt~, 
and tested. Arden 

A memo will soon be written describinf the standard Ferra~ 'ti test tape 
loop nOvl ::.''} use .. 

Bett-Jeen now and March 15. an extensive series of tests w:..ll be made on 
CS II and the automatic post-mortem program. Best 

The new entry blocks for CS II automatic output were r~writ'"en so that 
r:~quests of more than one outt)ut ;np.dium will use the shortest poss ole tot;:: 
number of registers 0 In this manner the duplication of simi:,c1r o~.,;,:·rations 
is kept at a minimum~ 

Work is still being done on the floating point cases with and without 
:c,::,J..e factor to produce the rounded-off rasul t as accurately as possible. 

The CS I was recorded on the new i~lar tape now on magnetic tape unit o. 
Demurjiar 

Scope output routines are being written for CS II. Thes, pro€::rams are 
being written for use with th6 character'generatore 

The CS introductor,yprograrnming course is being given during the period 
Iebruary 1-12.. Of the sixteen students who are a ttending the lectures t ten 
are working on problems that have already been accepted for solution by the 
S&EC Group. These students represent the following departments: Laborator.y 
for i\uclear Science and Engineering; Groups 21, 35. 37, and 61 of Lincoln 
Laboratory; Solid State and Molecular Theory, Group; Aero-elastic and struct,XC€; 
Research Laboratory; Geophysics Department; and the Department of MeteorolofY 

. Kopley 
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101 C, Optical Properties JThln Metal Films on transparent backings 
are determined and printed out automatically by this 
program; the input data! consist of the observed reflection 

, and transmission coeffibients, the index of the backing, 
the wave1ength, and the sample thickness. The program 
calculates by means of an iterative procedure and pr11~s 
out the index of refraction and the absorption coefficient 
of the film, the rate of variation of these constants with 
reflection and transmission, and the film~ conductivity 
and dielectric constant. 

:for Professor L. 'Harris, Chemistry Department, Dro A.L. Loeb 
: by Dr. A. L. Loeb , (DIC ), J. Richmond, 30 hours 
:DCL Staff: Denman, 1 hour; WWI, 57 minutes 

A program was written and run successfully using an approximate equation 
to relate the conductivity of a metal film to the infrared rerlection and 
transmission by a simple quadratic equation without having to resort to the 
long, rigorous eqllE'.tion and program. It Has discovered that infrared reflection 
and transmission of thin films depend on the film conductivity but are practically 
independent of the dielectric oonstants of th6 films:, so tha t optical measu.re
ments with :tX.ltrared! radiation cannot give an accurate determination of the di
electric constant. 

The quadratic equation for the conductivity was of the form: 
2 ' 2 px + qx = r. wher~ 4pr< < q 

which has the SOl~~QnS 
_ _9 ~ +4pr = ' -9 ~~2 +4pr 

x - 2p and x 2p 
Of these the first gives tpJ- o!l:, since 4 pr < <:: q2

0 For the second solution 
the difference between two ap~roximate~y equal terms has tq be computed; tc 
avoid loss in accuracy the following transformation is made~ 

2 2 x-a -9 ~4~ , 
- 2p [-q - ~q~4prJ 

:' 2r 
'9 + {q44pr 

Since this expression:does not contain the difference between two large 
quantities, it is preferable for use in ~omputation. 

106 c. MIT Seismic Project is concerned with the deveiopment of 
methods for locating deep reflections rrom underground 
strata in seismic prospecting. The basic method is one 
of prediction by means of an optimum linear operator. 

:for Professor P.M. Hurley, Geology and Geophysics; 
Professor G. Wadsworth, Mathema~ics Department 

:by E.A. Robinson '(Res .. As:soc ); Briscoe,: 18 hours; Simpson, l5 
hours ;Walsh1 15 'ho'Qr.~ " "'" , 

~ DCL:' WI. ;15 minutes 

During the past two weeks the group has completed a chec~ing procedure for 
'verifying the preparation and conversion ()f its numerous data tapes. Various 
errors were aetected and they have been corrected. 

Cqmputations involving the reduction of 4 seismic records by 50 linear oper
ators ~ere accomplished in this period; these computations are now being examined. 
Revisions in procedure for obtaining frequency spectra are being programmed and 
a matrix program is being altered. 
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107 c. {a) Autocorrelation and (b) Fourier Transform, Integral 
Evaluation. Programs were deve16ped for these operatjons 
for the purpOse of obt~ining power spectra. The problem 
remains open for people who want to use these programs. 

:for J.E. Ward, Project Engineer, Servomechanisms Laboratory 
:by D.T. Ross (DIe),l hour;Hamilton,40 hours;Tankin,4 hours 
: DCL: WWI, 69 minutes 

During the last four weeks, velocity fluctuations of turbulence studies 
have been correlated using the autocorrelation program of Problem LO? modified 
for 300t shifts instead of 100. 

There have been difficulties l.]i th data preparation, minor pro~;ram errors t 
and scale factoring. The program has been modified to subtract an estimated 
mean from the data)alld the scale factor may be changed by a .5.56 hand modification. 

113 c. A Stress Anal sis of anL-shaped Homogeneous Pl~nar Structure 
is being made o~ e case 0 a concen r~ sac a ~ 
This structure is" appr6?cimated by a framework .. of' bars 

,which wlll deform',in the 'same manner a:: the prot·otype .. 
This framework ii then analyzed usjng the principles of 
virtual work and Southwell relaxation techniques. Boundary 
conditions, have been specified for the edge of the frame
work so that the deformations of the model will conform 
to the actual deformationt3 of the structure. 

:for Professor J.S. Archer, Department of Civil and Sanitary 
Engineering , 

:by S. Sydney (Res .. Assist .. CMMC) , 40 hours 
:DCL start: Kopley ,1 • .5 hours; WWI'~ 113 minutes 

An output program has been prepared which gives the results in a more 
readi~ usable form8 

One produc~ion run was made during,the,last biweek~ period. 

119',C.. Spherical Wave Propagation produced by the sudden rele6se 
of a spher~~al distribution of compressed air in the 
atmosphere is being studied by numerical means. Thlo 
involves replacing a set of non-linear hyperbolic p~rt1al 
differential equations iu 2 independent and 2 dependent 
variables by a set of difference equa'tions written along 
characteristics. An iterative procedure is used to 
solve these equations. 

:for Professor c.e. Lin, Mathematics Department 
: by A. Rals ton (CMMC), 10 hours; 
: DeL:WWI , 88 minutes 

Work has been resumed on the case which it is thought will lead to a 
shock. The convergence of the characteristics has caused some nunerical 
difficulty. The programming of a new numerical process to compensate for 
this, and its incorporation into the old program is now in process o 
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123 C. Earth Resistivity measurements are used to calculate the 
Slichter kernel function which, in special cases, can be 
analyzed to give the actual distribution of resistivity. 
The method involves least-square fitting a set of poly-

nomials to the measured surface-potential function and 
integrating the product of this set and the zero-order 
Bessel function. 

:for P.M. Hurley, Department of Geology and Geophysics, 
DIC 5-6915 

:by K. Vozoff (Res. Assist. CMMC),4 hours;Madden, 2 hours 
:DCL: WWI. 37 minutes 

The time used has been spent in continuing the troub1eshvoting of the 
Slichter Kernel integration. 'The first part of the program, which fits 
Leg!endre p~lynomia,ls to a surface potential curve t is working properly. However, 
from the magnitude of the fifth-order coefficient it appears that ~ore than six 
terms should be used. Th~ second part of the program carries through the actual 
integration of the Slichter Kern~l by means of the trapezoidal rule o This part 
of the program is now being tested. 

131. The Training of New Personnel, Tours and Demonstratio~s 
are among those activities inCluded in this problefuo 
Generally speaking, any approved staff problem relat1ng 
to training and/or demonstrations is considered to be 
in this category. 

: DeL Staff: Kopley, 3 hours; WI, 30 minutes 

Nine M.I.T. and three Los Alamos people were conducted on a tour of WWI 
on Tuesday, Februar.y 2. The tour included demonstrations on the computer 
and the Flexowriter equipment and a description of the major computer compone!'"~ts,. 

132 C. Subroutines for the Numerically Controlled Milling Machine 
are being revised and tested. The set of subroutines 
facilitates programming of the computations involved in 
the preparation of numerical data used to control the 
mllling machine.. The subroutines involve routine num-
erical and logical operations. 

:for J.O. McDonough, Servomechanisms Lab0ratorY9 DIC Project 
6873 

:by J.H. Runyon (E.E. Res. Assist.),JO hours 
:DCL: WWI, 37 minutes 

A subroutine for finding the first and second derivatives of the series 16 
airfoil cross-section was successfully tested. This completes the set of sub
routines for this airfoil. Milling machine tapes for several series 16 tem
plates are to be prepared •. Also successfully tested was a routine for select~ng 
cut lengths along plane curves so as to g~ve a constant arp to chord distance. 

Four new subroutines have been written. Among these'are subroutines for 
the spacing of cuts on surfaces and for finding tool center off-sets for cones. 
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134 C. Numerical Diagonalization Procedure. This program computes 
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a symmetric matrix 
by a method of successive rotations. The program is 
available for use in any problem in which this calculation 
is required. 

:for Professor J.C. Slater, Physics Department 
: by A. Meckler (DIC). 2 hours 
:DCL: WWI. 43 minutes . 

Both modifications of the diagonalization routine now work. Tte Lib~ary 
of Subroutines form is described in the files under the designation of LSR MA4 
and the complete version (input and output instructions plus the basic subroutine) 
is now in final form. Two further matrices of Dr. Koster have been diagonalized. 

138 B. Spheroidal Wave Functions are solutions of the scalar 
Helmholtz equatio!) separated in spheroidal coordinates. 
A program has been developed for tabulating both the 
coefficients obta'led by expanding the angular solutions 
of the first kind in associated Legendre functions and 
the coefficients obtained.by expanding the radial 
solutions of the first kind in spherical Bessel functions. 
By analytically substituting these expansions in the' 
separated ordinary differential equations, 3-term re
cursion relations are obtained for the coefficients, 

·and the radial and angular coeffipients are found to be 
slmply related. Both sets of coefficients are then 
determined by applying an iterative procedure to a cnn
tinued fraction equation derived from one of the 3-term 
recursion relations. The iteration proceeds until c 
value. of the unknown separation consiant of the differ
ential equation which ·appears in the cantinned fraction 
is found ~llch that it makes the coeffic:lent9 ~ompatib e 
with their boundary conditlons o ... 

: for Professor P. M. Morse, Physics DepartmE :'It 
:by F.J. Corbat6 (Res Assist. CMtv1C), J·.D.C.Little(ReseAss. Op.Res.) 
:DCL: WWI. 212 minutes 

The 90 production runs have been completed. However, since the results 
are on punched tapes and since onlY a few of these have been printed out. some 
punch or magnetic tape errors may show up from time to time and require reruns. 

~ummer Session System consists of a conversion program, arl 
interpreti~e r~ut~ne, and mistak~ di~~noatic routines 
stored.ln WWI. A special mnemonic instruction code has 
been developed for use with this system thus simulating 
a computer with characteristics qUite .different from thos~ 
of WWI. ,This Summer Session ,(SS) computer was developed 
for the use of student~ narticipating ~n~the MIT 1953 sum-

me.r session course on Digital Computers and Their Applica
tions. The SS computer is being used by the E.E. Depart
ment cours~s 6.535 and 6.25 and is available to prograwaers 
with suitable problems. 

: DCL Staff: Best, 22 hours; Siegel, 45 hours; WWI, 230 minutes 
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The second and third passes oiche SS conversion program are be .... ng studied 
to determine the sources of errOl:" w'nen this program is used in conjunction 
with the new conversion post-morten... As a result of these studies, several 
mistakes in the conversion program have been corrected. 

It appears feasible to combine the SS PA, which is now stored on groups 
6 and 8 of the auxiliar,y magnetic drum, into one drum group. This will obviate 
the need for changes of drum group in reading in the PA routines during the 
execution of an SS program and will appreciably shorten the time required for 
the typical S8 program. . 

A portion of the paper tape containing the S5 routines has been optimized 
using the program described under Problem 100 in the preceding biweekly report. 

The time of operations has been determined for about half of the S5 
instructions. 

143 D. The Vibrational Frequency Seectrum'of a cop¥er Crystal is 
to be determIned by solvlng a 3 x 3 secu ar determinant, 
each term of which corisists of a finite Fourier Series 
of 12 terms. This equation must be solved for 24,49~ 
different values of the wave-propagation 'vector. 

:for Professors B.E. Warren and J.e. Slater, Physics 
Department 

:by E. H. Jacobsen (Res" Assist .. ), 10 hours 
:DCL: WWI. 42 minutes 

The complrte program is now being assembled and tested. T?is program is 
(24,6) and will later be changed to (15,15) to see if enough accuracy remains 
to allow the eventual programming of a (15,0) high-speed routine. It is thought 
that this latter step will be necessar,y in order to obtain a fine enough 
sampling mesh without using undue computer time. 

147 c. Energy Bands in Crystals are being studied by finding 
solutions of the corresponding second order linear diff
erential equation satisfying boundary conditions at the 
origin. The solutions are found apprOXimately by using 
the Gauss-Jackson formu)a for forward integration. The 
solutions and their first derivatives are to be combined 
in a sum, the weighting factors being functions of an 
independent parameter~ , 

:for Professor J.C.'Slater, Physics Department, DIC No. 6853 
: by Dr. D J. Howarth (DIC), 50 hours 
:DCL: wwI, 1193 m~nutes 

Production work has proceeded at a rate greatly exceeding expectation. The 
work has been completed using two of the t~ree potentials r~qnired to describe 
the energy band structure of copper» and work on the third 'is nearing completion. 
As an indication of the size of the computation, it may be mentioned that 0' 

2000 separate numerical integrations of the second~order differential equat10n 
have been carried out, and some 4000 zeros of the weighted sum of these functions 
have been computed. The numbers of parameters involved have been kept to a 
minimum 0 Nevertheless, such a large number of results leaves some difficulty 
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in interpolating an accurate dependence of energy on the w~ve vector. 

A start has been made on programming the last section of the problem. This 
is a secular equation problem, requiring the computation of matrix elements 
between ·the "augmented plane waves" determined by the previous computations. 
These elements, with many special cases to take into consideration. are weighted 
sums of the functions ,g n .~. '. r.) J R '), 

dr x.n (a'r) and ·PJl (r) dr 
o Ii being the Radial Wave Function. A program to calculate the first of these 

exists in the previous routine; a program to evaluate the integral using 
Simpson's rule has been written and successfully tested. The calculation of 
the matrix elements has also been written and partial~ tested. 

Finally, the solution of the resulting secular equation is being tested. 
This results from a non-zero solution of the equation 

Y\ 

2. (Hfo~' ~ 4 ..uvEJo
) Xvj = 0 

V=-I / 

li, ~ being the real symmetric matrices computed as above. ~ is not diagonal~ 
so a program has been designed to I-t:duce the equation to a form where 'the overlpp 
matrix is diagonal; Dr. Meckler's secular equation subroutine is then used to 
determi~r the eigenvalues. A "transformation due to L-uwdin is used; wri tin$: _. A ~ 
X = l;;;.. ""2 Q.~ ·v-le find the equations may be written as !!,'Q = Q ~1where !!i=_~_""T'd_u_-t 
and this gives the familiar form of the secular rquation. 6 -'2 iSicomputed by 
diagonalizing L::::. to produce ~dt forming A d~'2, and forming~ -2 by a un:Ltary 
transformat~ion.HI is then computed by matrix multiplication. When completed, 
this proGram will deal with real sJ1nmetric matrices of order up to 30, and· 
will form a production routine for the solution of general secular 8quations 
involving non-diagonal overlap matrices. 

152 D. Diffusion in an Oxide-Coated Cathode 1s a program to cal
culate the effects of combined tber~al an~ electrolytic 
diffusion that occur in an oxide-coated cathbde when 
current is cau~ed to flow through the cathode. 

: for W. B. Nottingham, Phys1c£ Det)a'rtment, DIC No. 6345 
:by H,B, Frost (Res. Assiste E.E. Dept.). 4 hours 
:DCL: WWI, 214 minutes . , . , 

After one of the runs reported:inthe biweekly report for 24 Januar,y 1954 
had been extended far enough so that the results could be compared with the 
known steaqy-state values, the results were critical~ analyzed. The~ used 
was the largest thus far run. An errorof about i.5% was found in the value 
of the integral which corresponds to the coating resistance. This error 
originated from two causes: truncation error in the integrat~on (trapezoidal 
~Jle, not cumUlative) and truncation error in the step-by~step solution of the 
differential equatione Program modifications were made to use Simpson's rule 
integration and to correct the truncation error in the solution periodically. 
A re-run showed the error to be about 0.4%. almost entire~ due to the 
truncation error of Simpson's rule. 
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156 A. The Evaluation of the Reflection Coefficient in a Semi
Infinite Open Rectan lar Wave Gui is obtained 
approxima e y by using Fourier transform techniques on 
the integral equattot:ls :~f the Wiener-Hopf type. The 
integrals are to be evaluated by the "trapezoidal rule, 

:for Dr. M. Balser, Lincoln Laboratory, DDL 
:by A. Balser (Res. Assist., Columbia University) 

'2.. 
Three runs were carried out to obtain further values for the rangelT <0(,( 100. 

These additional values were needed since the variation in successive values 
obtained in the initial run was too great for suitable interpolation. 

The evaluation of the integral corresponding too( ~ 100 was programmed and 
successful~ run. 

Programming was also completed for the range 0 ~ (1(. ~ Tf:- Because the integrals 
are complex-valued over this range, the calculation is far more involved. A 
short test run was made and the resul ts W(~l"'''' ,-,hr;Gkcd against some desk-calculated 
results. Discrepancies were discovered in the second place. An ana~sis is 
being carried out to determine whether the error is in the program or in the 
check results. 

Programming has been begun on the final section of the problem for 0( < 100." 

159 B. Water Use in a Hydroelectric System. The big storage reservoirs of 
a Qydro system are used to store water during high flows for use 
dur~~g,;low flo~s.r Th~.~~ClP,t.l,~:n,?~nt to use or save ,at any given 
t~e .. ,~~pe~~s, 9? ,:~r.~~~~~'6~~t :i<;>r·,lo1~~,f?r in, the reservoi::s ~ tJ:le. prob
abl.ll.ty dl.strl.Outlon·o.r'f'uture rl.ver flows, the ant~cl.pated demand 
for power. and the cost of obtaining power from other sources. 
The problem is solved by calculating certain expected value functions 
and finding their minima~ The program is fair~ general, but 
specific examples are drawn from the Columbia River systemG 

:for J. D. C. Little (Res. Ass. Op. Res.), ., 
:by J. D. C. Little. 100 hours 
: DCL: WWI, 61 minutes 

The operation of a hydroelectric system is made complicated by uncertain
ties in future stream flow G This is particularly true of systems containing 
large amounts of water storage, for then, considerable control can sensibly 
be exerciSed over the power generation. In particular~ if high spring flows 
are anticipated, water 111ay be drawn out of storage and us~d during the winter 
so that the spring floods will not spill, and be wasted. In fact, if Hinter 
floNS are ncturally Im'1 it may be imperative to use storage. Such a situation 
exists today on the Columbia River system in the Pacific Northwest~ 

If storage water is used too soon)all subsequent stream flow is used at 
lower head and so gives less power. There is also danger of running out of 
water before spring comes. On the other hand, if the storage water is not used '~ 
early enough. the high spring flows arrive to satiate all power demands when 
there is still water left in the reservoir. This water, no longer needed, 
represents waste. It is clear that best s~orage water use·'involves a balance 
between the dangers of too early and too late use and that it is intimately 
tied up with stream flow probabilities. 

Consider s one dam system. Suppose its performance may be characterized 
by a cost, for instance, the cost of generating energy by steam to jY~ke up any 
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~dro deficiency. The task becomes that of picking that water use which 
minimizes the expected cost of operating the system. 

Let: 

i = index of time intervals 
vi = volume of water in the reservoir 
Fi = stream flow 
Si' = amount of water to be drawn from storage 
Ei = expected value of cost for the rest of the year 
C1 = cost in the 1th interval 

f(Fi} Fi-l) = conditional probability density of flow 

where 

eD 

E.~(F. l'v. ,5.) = f{C.(F. ,v. ,S.)+E.+l (F.Vo+1 )1 f(F. \ F1 l)dFi ~ ~- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 1 ~)~) ~ ~ -
o 

V'+l = v.+1 (F. ,v. ,S.) 
~ 1 ~ ~ 1 

The condition that the expected cost for the rest of the year is to be a 
minimum determines Si(vifi_l), the amount of storage water to ~e used in 

the ith interval as a function of the prevailing head and previous flow. 

The calculational procedure is to compute the integral by the trapezoidal 
rule and,by comparing the results for different 51, pick that which makes 
the integral smallest. The integrand is formed by polynomial evaluation and 
table look-up .. 

So far, a simple special case has been programmed. The results are being 
checked by hand computation. 

160 C; Similarity Transformation of a Matrix desires to de
velop a routine to perform a similarity transforma
tion of a square matrix; symbolically"to find UAUt 

where A is an n x n matrix, U is m x n, and U~ is 
the transpose of U •. The input consists of U and A 
and the output is UAU~ displayed on the scope. 

:for Dr. A. Meckler (DDL) Physics Dept. 
: by Dr. A. Meckler, 1 hour 
:DCL: WWI, 30 minutes 

The program has nov] been satisfactorily completed •. It has been used to 
perform the similarity transformations re~ired by Dr. R. ·McWeenY and described 
in the previous biweekly report. The problem will be kept open for the use of 
other members of the Solid state and Molecular Theor.y Group. 
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166 C. Construction and Testing of a Delta Wing Flutter Model is 
being effected by replacing the actual wing by a structu
rally equivalent lattice network. An iterative procedure 
involving the evaluation of a matrix equation has been 
evolved for determining the bending and torsional stlff
nesses of the component members of the network •. 

:for M.M. Chen (DIC) 
:by~S. Gravitz (Res. Asst. Aero Eng.), 25 hours 
:DCL Staff: Porter, 9 hours; WI, 16 minutes 

To solve the problem of designing, constructing, and testing a delta flutter 
model which simulates a given set of influence coefficients, the actual wing is 
replaced b,y a structurally equivalent lattice network, and the task becomes one 
of determining the bending and torsional stiffnesses of the component members. 
Using procedures involving the elastic strain energy of the system, the iteration 
procedure is evolved for obtaining the desired stiffnesses by successive error 
corrections which converge to zero. The portion of the problem to be solved by 
WI centers around the evaluation of the matrix equa tion: 

~ Cmn = 4x~n -L1xmst-S'sn -[L'¥><ms,.&srJl i1 mr/Yxrs",Bsn 
To this end, the following basic numerical procedures are to be repeated until 
the error correctionp become negligible: 

1 4 = -1 I 
• (-' sn fX. rs ex rns 

-1 I 
2. ex ms O<rs O(ms 

C 0( -1' 
3. mn = mn -~s CXrs ex ros 

4. L\c = K{JO( 

The initial step has been the formulation of a versatile subroutine which 
is applicable to the solution of the following problems: 

1. [n] = [AJ -1 [EJ 
2. [DJ = fl] -1 
3. [XJ = [A J -1 LB ) 
Generalizing the procedures developed by Crout. the latter two problems 

can be solved as special cases of the first. The auxi11ar.y matrix is first 
obtained: 

For an element .. ilS_ }~e jth column: 

bij = aij - ~ bikbkj k:., . 

For an element in the jth row: 

t (~~.) J 1 
b Jo i = a °1 - L b °kbki ..... b--...--

J. k -1 J jj 

From this, the transpose of the final matrix is obtained:' 
6 .. ,) 

dij :; b(J A +l-j) , (J A +1) - 2. b(J A +l-j) .• (J A+l-k) dik 
~::I . 
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where the total number of rows and columns involved are: 

J = J
A 

+ J
E 

The subroutine has been tested and is satisfactorilY completed. 

1.3 Operating Statistics' 

1.31 Computer Time 

Page 13 

The following indicates the ,distribution of WI time 
allocated'to the S~EC Group. 

Pro grams 55 hours p 09 minutes 
Conve'rsion 16 hours p 48 minutes 
Magnetic Drum Test 29 minutes 
Magnet ic Tape Test 36 minutes 
Scope Calibration 1 hour ~ 18 minutes 
Demo,nstrations ( 131) 30 minutes 

Total Time Used 74 hours, ,50 minutes 
Total Time Assigned 77 hours, 03 minutes 
Usable T1me, Percentage 97.1% 
Number of Programs 297 
1.32 Program Time Distribution 
The following tabJ.e attempts to show how the WWI time ex-' 

pended on S~EC programs wae j~8tributed with respect to machine 
runs that g'ave meaningfUl,' resul ts (productive computer time)' and 
runs that gave unsatisfactory results (lost computer time). 
Productive computer time, is subdivided to indicate the time invo'",ved 
in actual computations as contrasted with the time expended getting 
information out of WWI. Computer. time lost 1s subdivided to show 
the portion of time lost due to errors in the programmer~s form
ulation of his problem (logical errors); due to errors in the pro
grammer's use of the WWI code, CS Conventions, etc. (technical 
errors); due to tape preparation errors; due to errors by the S~EC 
computer operators in running the program; due to malfunctioning 
of ter~inal equipment; and finally due to miscel~aneous causes. 

These times are determined as percentages of the time listed 
above in section 1.31 for programs. The times used in computing 
these figures are extracted from the biweekly report forms submitted 
by the various progra~ers who have used S~EC allocated WWI time. 

1. Productive Computer Time 
Computation 70.5% 
Output 16.~ . .. 

2. Computer Time Lost Due ~o Programme~s Errors 
Technical 4.% 
Logical , l.~ 
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ComputerOT1me Lost Due to Other 
Tape Preparation 
Operator)s Errors 
Terminal Equipment Malfunction 
Miscellaneous 

Difficulties 
1.5~ 
1.~ 
1.'}10 
1.~ 

1.33 Tape Preparation (M. Mackey) 
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An attempt is being made to obtain some idea of the time 
expended tn the preparation of tapes. During the past biweekly 
period a check was made on the tapes processed. 

Due to the variations ln procedures involved we have dis
tinguished among original complete tapes and the following three 
types: typed 'modifications - changes of 11 or more registers which 
must be typed, converted, then attached to the main program· or 
changes which must be made in the body of a Flexowriter tape; 
manual modifications - changes punched directly in 556 form and 
attached to a converted tape; combined tapes - which require dup
lication of two or more complete tapes. 

The following information was compiled: 
Complete Typed Manual 
Tapes Mods Mods 

No. of Tapes 136 52 31 

No. of Registers 19032 1687 192 

Combined 
Tapes 

12 

T:lme Consumed 70 hrs.O min" 13 brs.3l mine 2 hrs.32 min. 7 ~rs.02 min. 

Thus, it may be seen that the average length of an original complete 
tape is 140.5 registers requiring JO.8minutes to prepare. A typed 
modification averages 32.4registers in length and requires26.9minutes 
to prepare while Manual Modifications. average 6.2 registers and 
requirelO.7minutes for preparation. 
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2. COMPUTER ENGINEERING 

2.1 WWI Systems Operation 

(S. E. Desjardins) 

The oonsolidated test program has been tested and now f~notion8 
properly. It now oontains 7 test programs that are program marginal 
oheoked daily. Steps are being taken to reoord this program (T-J4J2) 
on the magnetio tape unit O. 

(D. A. Morrison) · 

The Voltage Interlock Panel is now being assembled. 
Work has begun on additional material for' the WWI Service Manual. 

2.11 Core MemorY N. L.Daggett 

A number of Core Memory parity alarms have occurred recently 
because of trouble in the digit-plane drivers. These units were 
modified recently to remove capacitors which were operated at over 
twice rated voltage. It appears that minor movement of leads made 
at this time aggravated the tendency of the circuit to oscillate. 
Any of several possible l'ead-length reduotions will stop the 03ci1-
lations. All of these changee will ~e made. 

(L. L. Holmes, A. J. Roberts) 

A shield-to-cathode short in a memory-address-register cathode 
follower destroyed 8 cryst~ls in the Oore-Memory matrix. The shields 
have now been returned to n.ear-cathode potential, and fuse panels 
have 'been installed at the outputs of the cathode followers'. , , 

A recent modification of the digit-plane drivers resulted in 
oscillation. in these units_ This has been remedied by shortening 
lead lengths and adding a parasitic suppressor. 

Digits 0-11 of the parity register are now d-c coupled. 

There will be a complete power shutdown over the weekend of 
20 February to provide installation and maintenance time for the 
power shutdown .. 

2.12 Magnetic Tape E. P. Farnsworth 

Power wiring changes affecting MTC have resulted in an unstable 
condi tion in the reel-ten'sion servo of severa.l uni ts when the d-c 
rack power is shut off and a-c power remains on. 'fhe insta'bili tyiiJ 
apparently caused by operation of the serv~ alerting relays; correc
tive measures are being inve~tigated" 

New mylar tapes on spare reels have been distributed to the 
groups using magnetic-tape facilities. These groups have also been 
supplied with containers fitted out by the shop to protect the mag
netic tape and reels from damage, dust, and loss or misplacement. 
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A new reel of mylar tape for unit 0 is being passed around for re
cording permanent storage programs to replace the old tape and to 
reallocate footage. Part of the old reel was recently damaged when 
the tape was allowed to come .off ~ome of the idlers during warmup, 
but the tape is still readable, even where the mylar 18 severelY 

I stretohed. 

Snap-on mountings for the original alack take-up covers are 
being installed on all tape meohanisms. These covers will prevent 
the tape from slipping off at least some of the idlers when the ten
sion is off and will also sim~lify threading tape on the machines. 
The snap-on mounting will 'alleviate the maintenance problem which 
was the reason for the removal of the covers. 

2.1) Auxiliary-Drum System (K. E. McVicar) 

Work is progressing sat;ls.f£).ctorily on the power-supply-con\;~"oi
system changes for the auxiliary drum, which should eliminate the 
bulk of our trouble with writing between the slots. Operation durins 
the past biweekly period ha.s been good except for a fetA occasions 
when we have had parity alarms attributed to spurious ~riting. 

~he problem of write-group selection has been outlined in a 
memo which includes some suggestions for jmproving this function. 
The memo has been circulated to interested parties for comments, 
and further work awaits their reply. 

2.14 Flexowriters and Paper Tape (L. H. Norcott) 

Metal deflector plates have been mounted above the die blocks 
of our FL punches to cure chad-disposal problems that arose when we 
started to use our present blue tape. 

Three new Flexowriters are s~heduled for delivery to us in 
March. Parts necessary to modify them for our use have been ordered 
from Commercial Controls and from our shops. 

). ADMINISTRATION AND- PERSONNEL. 

New Non-Staff 

Elizabeth Welch is a new messenger gipl at the Barta. Building. 
Constantine Rhodes is a new technician in the Systems Group. 

Terminated Non-Staff 

Philip Chandler 
Mary Toner 
Delight Nease 


